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Ab initio study of symmetric tilt boundaries in ZnO
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The atomic and electronic structure of the@0001#/(1̄ 2̄ 3 0) S57 symmetric tilt boundary in ZnO has been
investigated by anab initio plane-wave pseudopotential method within the local-density approximation. Two
types of equilibrium geometries are obtained with similar boundary energies. Atomic arrangement is largely
reconstructed to vanish dangling bonds in one configuration, whereas the other shows small bond distortion but
has dangling bonds at the boundary core. The balance between the energies for deforming atomic arrangements
and vanishing dangling bonds should be significant in determining the boundary energies. The electronic
structure of the grain boundaries is discussed with a special interest in the relationship with the bond disorder.
Owing to the bond distortion and/or the presence of the dangling bonds, localized states form mainly at the
lower valence band and the bottom of the upper valence band. On the other hand, the electronic states in the
vicinity of the band gap are not significantly affected by the bond disorder. Deep electronic states are not
generated in the band gap even for the configuration with dangling bonds. This behavior can be generally
explained by the band structure intrinsic to ZnO.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grain boundaries have attracted much attention due to
significant roles in the mechanical and electrical proper
of polycrystalline materials. The variety of the atomic a
rangement, chemical composition, and electronic structur
the grain boundaries, however, has made it difficult to acc
the microscopic origins of the boundary-induced proper
in general. It has therefore been required to investig
simple boundaries such as the coincidence site lattice1 ~CSL!
boundaries systematically. CSL boundaries are often
served in chemical-vapor-deposited films of semiconduc
such as Si and SiC.2,3 On the other hand, they are not ne
essarily representative in sintered materials. However,
local atomic and electronic structure of the CSL bounda
should have features common to arbitrary boundaries.
systematic knowledge of the CSL boundaries is theref
useful in understanding the atomic and electronic struc
that governs macroscopic properties originating from bou
ary regions. For metal oxides, CSL boundaries have b
investigated both experimentally4–10 and theoretically10–25in
order to elucidate the atomic structure. Recently, the e
tronic structure has been revealed for some CSL bounda
likewise.22–25

In the present study, we investigate the atomic and e
tronic structure of the@0001#/(1̄ 2̄ 3 0) S57 symmetric tilt
boundary in ZnO by anab initio plane-wave pseudopotentia
method. Grain boundaries in ZnO are interesting especi
for the nonlinear current-voltage characteristics, which
widely utilized as varistors.26–28The origin of the character
0163-1829/2001/63~4!/045410~10!/$15.00 63 0454
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istics is attributed to the double Schottky barrier based on
interfacial electronic states.29,30 In ZnO varistors, deep inter
facial states have been observed at 0.6–1.0 eV below
bottom of the conduction band.31–35 A number of reports on
the nonlinear properties suggest that the formation of
interfacial electronic states is related to the presence of s
impurities and/or excessive oxygen at the gra
boundaries.36–44 However, it should be significant to unde
stand the electronic structure originating from the deform
atomic arrangements at the grain boundaries themselves
ferentiating from the extrinsic effects by the impurities a
the defects associated with the oxygen excess. For this
pose, we opt to investigate the stoichiometric configuratio
of the S57 symmetric tilt boundary in ZnO.

We have previously modeled theS57 boundary using
empirical interatomic potentials.25 Two types of equilibrium
geometries with and without dangling bonds were found
have the lowest grain-boundary energies of similar mag
tude. Although the empirical potentials were confirmed
reproduce the bulk properties of ZnO well, there may ha
been some systematic errors on the boundary geometries
energies.

The first objective of the present study is the evaluation
the boundary geometries and energies in a quantitatively
liable manner based on theab initio method. We eventually
find that the equilibrium geometries and energies of theS
57 boundaries of ZnO obtained by the empirical method
qualitatively the same as those obtained by the presenab
initio method.

The second objective is the elucidation of the effects
the bond disorder on the electronic structure. This is esse
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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to bridge the boundary-induced electrical properties and
atomic arrangements. As a consequence, we find that
electronic states in the vicinity of the band gap are not s
nificantly affected by bond distortion and the presence
dangling bonds. Deep electronic states are not recognize
the band gap even for the configuration with dangling bon
These results can be generally explained by the band s
ture intrinsic to ZnO. Deep interface states observed for Z
varistors should not be attributed solely to bond disorde
stoichiometric boundaries.

II. METHODOLOGY

The ab initio calculations were performed using a plan
wave pseudopotential method45 within the local-density ap-
proximation~LDA !.46 The self-consistent total energy in th
ground state was obtained by the conjugate-gradient e
tronic minimization technique,47 which has been reported t
be very efficient for semiconducting/insulating larg
systems.48 Atomic positions were iteratively relaxed accor
ing to the Hellmann-Feynman force49 to achieve the opti-
mum geometry.

Troullier-Martins-type pseudopotentials50 were con-
structed for neutral Zn and O atoms. The valence elec
configurations of (3d)10(4s)2(4p)0 and (2s)2(2p)4 and the
cutoff radii of 2.34 bohr~1.24 Å! and 1.35 bohr~0.71 Å!
were chosen for Zn and O, respectively. These pseudopo
tials were used in the Kleinman-Bylander form51 with the
local components ofs for Zn andp for O.

To begin with, we made calculations for the perfect cry
tal of ZnO to check the applicability of the pseudopotentia
The lattice constants and internal parameter were optim
for the four-atom primitive cell with a plane-wave cuto
energy of 100 Ry~1360 eV! and six specialk points in the
irreducible part of the Brillouin zone.52 The results are listed
in Table I. The calculated values show small deviations fr
the experimental ones. For this optimized geometry, eig
states were calculated at 125k points in the irreducible par
of the Brillouin zone. The density of states~DOS! was then
obtained by substituting Gaussian functions of 0.5 eV f
width at half maximum~FWHM! for the eigenstates. Th
shape of the DOS, which will be shown later in Fig. 4, w
confirmed to be very similar to those reported.25,54,55

For the calculation of the@0001#/(1̄ 2̄ 3 0) S57 sym-
metric tilt boundary, the geometries modeled in our previo
study25 were employed as initial configurations. We calc
lated the equilibrium geometries using empirical potenti
that are composed of the long-range electrostatic pote
with formal ionic charges and the short-range two-body

TABLE I. Calculated lattice constants and internal parame
Deviations from the experimental ones are shown in parenthes

Calculated Experimentala

Lattice constants a ~Å! 3.2214~20.9%! 3.2507
c ~Å! 5.2031~20.1%! 5.2083

Internal parameter u ~frac.! 0.3790~20.9%! 0.3825

aReference 53.
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tentials in the Buckingham form.56 As a result, some types o
equilibrium configurations were obtained with differe
translation states of the two half-crystals. Among them,
chose two configurations with the lowest and the seco
lowest boundary energies as the initial configurations in
present study. The atomic structures are shown in Fig
BoundaryA was obtained with the translation states of 0
and 0.41 in fraction of the unit boundary lengths for thex
andy directions, respectively. The translation in thez direc-
tion, which corresponds to the volume expansion norma
the interface, was 0.6 Å. The boundary energy was ca

lated to be 1.37 J/m2 by the empirical method. In the@0001̄#
view, the bulk region of the wurtzite structure looks like
sequence of sixfold-coordinated channels, whereas
boundary core structure is constructed by a sequence
fourfold- and eightfold-coordinated channels. All of the a
oms have complete fourfold coordination of the first near
neighbors. In other words, there are no dangling bonds
this boundary.

BoundaryB has the translation states of 0.5, 0 in fractio
and 0.9 Å for thex, y, andz directions, respectively. At the
boundary core, there are large open channels along
@0001̄# direction. Some atoms adjacent to the channels h
lost one of the first nearest neighbors, which are labeledd to
signify dangling bonds. The number of dangling bonds
four per unit boundary area. Despite the presence of the d

r.
.

FIG. 1. Equilibrium boundary geometries calculated by the e
pirical method. The scale indicates the periodicity unit of t
boundary. The filled and open circles denote Zn and O atoms

spectively. In the@0001̄# view, three of the four basal planes in th
ZnO unit cell can be seen in the order of O-Zn-O. For the bound
A, core structure is described as a sequence of fourfold-
eightfold-coordinated channels. For the boundaryB, atoms possess
ing dangling bonds are labeled withd.
0-2
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gling bonds, the boundary energy was calculated to be o
0.11 J/m2 higher than that of boundaryA by the empirical
method.

For these boundaries, we constructed 80-atom super
that contain two identical boundaries to match thre
dimensional periodic boundary conditions, as will be sho
later in Fig. 3. The supercells have the glide-plane symm
with respect to thex-z plane. First the atomic positions in th
supercells were redetermined by the empirical calcula
under three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions.
these calculations, the relaxation for twelve atoms loca
between the two boundaries was restricted within the rig
body translation parallel to they direction. The resultant ge
ometries were very similar to the ones shown in Fig. 1. T
cell dimensions and the atomic coordinates in thex direction
were then changed on the basis of the lattice constants
internal parameter optimized by theab initio method, which
are shown in Table I.

For the calculation of the 80-atom boundary supercell
plane-wave cutoff energy of 100 Ry and 1k point at the
center of the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone, which
one quarter in volume, were employed. In order to test
convergency with respect to cutoff energy, calculations w
the cutoff energies ranging from 70 to 95 Ry were also do
Figure 2 shows the grain-boundary energies as a functio
cutoff energy, which were calculated as half the differen
between the total energy of the boundary supercell and
times the total energy of the bulk primitive cell. With th
cutoff energy of 100 Ry, the boundary energies are satis
torily converged: the cutoff energies more than 80 Ry g
the convergence within 0.02 J/m2 ~0.0012 eV/Å2! or 0.05 eV
per boundary in the supercell.

The geometry optimization was performed under the c
dition that the relaxation for twelve atoms located betwe
the two boundaries in the supercells was restricted within
rigid-body translation parallel to they direction, as in the
empirical calculations for the construction of the initial co
figurations. The optimization procedure was truncated w
all the residual forces for the unrestricted atoms became
than 0.2 eV/Å.

In order to discuss the one-electron structure, eigenst

FIG. 2. Grain-boundary energies as a function of plane-w
cutoff energy. The right-hand ordinate indicates the energy per
boundary area, i.e., energy per boundary in the supercell.
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were calculated at ninek points in the irreducible part of the
Brillouin zone for the boundary supercells. In this case,
plane-wave cutoff energies of 80 Ry were employed beca
of computational economy: with the cutoff energy, the en
gies of eigenstates at theG, A, H, K, L, andM points for the
bulk primitive cell converged within 0.006 eV relative to th
results with the cutoff energy of 100 Ry, and the gra
boundary energies per unit boundary area converged wi
0.05 eV as shown in Fig. 2.

The electronic structure specific to the grain bound
will be discussed using a local population and a local den
of states~LDOS!. The local population in a regiona for an
eigenstate is defined as

Pi ,k
a 5E

a
uw i ,k~r !u2 dr , ~1!

wherew i ,k
a (r ) indicates the wave function for thei th eigen-

state at thekth k point. Since the wave function is norma
ized, Pi ,k

a ranges from 0 to 1. A larger population indicate
that the localization of an electronic state on a region
higher. We classified the boundary supercells into two
gions, the ‘‘grain-boundary region’’ where the bounda
core exists and the other which is called the ‘‘quasibulk
gion,’’ as will be shown later in Fig. 3. These regions we
chosen to be half in volume, respectively. The local popu
tions were calculated by numerical integration using
31283128 mesh points in respective regions. The LDO
was obtained by substituting Gaussian functions of 0.5
FWHM for the local populations at respective electron
states.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Atomic structure and energetics

Figure 3 shows equilibrium boundary geometries cal
lated by theab initio method. For both the boundaries, all th
deviations of the atomic positions from the basal planes
less than 0.2 Å in the@0001̄# direction. The basal planes ca
therefore be regarded as continuous across the interface

The calculated geometries are very similar to the init
ones made by the empirical method. The translation st
are kept unchanged through the geometry optimization.
atomic structure of these boundaries can therefore be d
with qualitatively by the empirical potentials. Quantitative
speaking, however, atomic positions are slightly differe
For boundaryA, the positions of the atoms composing fou
fold channels are relaxed by 0.14 Å at maximum from t
initial configuration. For boundaryB, the atoms with dan-
gling bonds showed the largest relaxation: the Zn atoms h
moved toward the bulk region by 0.08 Å, whereas the
atoms toward the open channels by 0.18 Å. In the resul
local geometry, the Zn atoms are located closer to the b
region by 0.25 Å. This behavior is similar to surface rum
pling in which smaller cations relax more inwardly tha
larger anions on the surface. For the (1010̄) surface of ZnO,
rumpling features have been recognized both experimen
and theoretically: Dukeet al.57,58 have reported that the
amounts of the relaxation for the Zn and O atoms are diff
ent by 0.2–0.4 Å on the basis of the analysis of low-ene

e
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FUMIYASU OBA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 045410
electron diffraction patterns, while Schro¨er, Krüger, and
Pollmann59 and Jaffe, Harrison, and Hess60 have reported the
differences of 0.12 and 0.075–0.09 Å throughab initio LDA
and Hartree-Fock calculations, respectively. The differe
of 0.25 Å in the present boundaryB is slightly larger than the
calculated values for the surface.

Grain-boundary energies calculated by theab initio and
the empirical methods are listed in Table II. To investiga
the cell size dependence, empirical calculations were
formed for supercells of three sizes. Even for the larg
304-atom cells, the resultant boundary energies are slig
different from our previous results obtained by the calcu
tion under two-dimensional periodic boundary condition
1.37 and 1.48 J/m2 for boundariesA and B, respectively.25

This should be due to the difference in cell size and
boundary conditions.

FIG. 3. Equilibrium boundary geometries calculated by theab
initio method. The filled and open circles denote Zn and O ato
respectively. The inner frame indicates the 80-atom supercell. B
ders between the grain-boundary~GB! and quasibulk~QB! regions
are shown with dotted lines. Atoms possessing dangling bonds
labeled withd.
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Theab initio results show that the energies of boundar
A andB are nearly the same. This tendency is common to
the empirical results for the supercells with respective siz
Although the empirical results suggest that the boundary
ergies have not fully converged with respect to cell size
the 80-atom supercells, boundariesA andB are likely to have
similar boundary energies within theab initio method used
in the present study.

Comparing the results for the 80-atom supercells,
boundary energies calculated by the empirical method
not so much different from the results by theab initio
method. The grain boundaries in ZnO are likely to be de
with fairly well in energy by the empirical method based o
the fully ionic model, as well as in geometry. This may
due to considerable ionicity of ZnO, which was also su
gested by the distribution of the valence charge density.

Table III summarizes the distribution of the bond lengt
and angles for the first and the second nearest neighbo
the grain-boundary supercells. For the second nearest ne
bors, atom pairs which give the bond length of less than
Å are chosen. The bond properties for the bulk ZnO, wh
two types of bonds are present for the first and the sec
nearest neighbors, respectively, are also shown for comp
son.

Regarding the first nearest neighbors, the average of b
lengths in boundaryA deviates from the bulk average mo
than that of boundaryB. Likewise, the standard deviation
i.e., the deviation from the average, is larger. This tende
in standard deviation is also recognized for the bond ang
and the bond lengths between the second nearest neigh
although the averages are not so much different betw
boundariesA and B. At the core of boundaryA, the large
distortion of the bonds between the first nearest neighbor
required to preserve the complete fourfold coordination. T
lengths and the angles are thus disturbed by 10.3%
33.1% at maxima relative to the bulk averages, respectiv
In addition, the second nearest neighbors of like sign
forced to be very close to each other around the fourf
channels: the bond lengths are reduced by 22.9% at m
mum.

BoundaryB also has fourfold channels at the bounda
core but the number is a half of that for boundaryA. The
atoms composing the fourfold channels show similar bo
distortions to those in boundaryA. The bonds associate
with the atoms possessing dangling bonds are also diffe

s,
r-

re

TABLE II. Grain-boundary energies calculated by theab initio
and the empirical methods.

Grain boundary energy~J/m2!

BoundaryA BoundaryB

Ab initio ~80-atom cell! 1.45 1.42
Empirical ~80-atom cell! 1.76 1.71
Empirical ~192-atom cell! 1.54 1.59
Empirical ~304-atom cell! 1.51 1.47
0-4
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TABLE III. The distribution of bond lengths and angles for the first and the second nearest neig
~NN’s!. For the bulk, the number of bonds with a length or an angle is shown in parentheses.

BoundaryA BoundaryB Bulk

1st NN Length~Å! Average 1.980 1.971 1.966
Minimum 1.844 1.867 1.964~3!

Maximum 2.171 2.040 1.972~1!

Standard deviation 0.053 0.038 0.004

Angle ~deg! Average 109.0 109.2 109.5
Minimum 73.2 82.2 108.7~3!

Maximum 144.2 140.9 110.2~3!

Standard deviation 10.2 7.6 0.8

2nd NN Length~Å! Average 3.207 3.203 3.210
Minimum 2.476 2.672 3.198~6!

Maximum 3.478 3.384 3.221~6!

Standard deviation 0.149 0.110 0.012
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.46
from the bonds in the bulk. The bond lengths between
first nearest neighbors are 2.1–5.1 % shorter than the
average. The 5.1% is the largest deviation in this geome
Except for the contributions of the atoms composing
fourfold channels and the atoms possessing dangling bo
the bond distortion is very small in boundaryB, as can be
recognized in Fig. 3. The small bond distortion should
favorable in reducing the boundary energy. On the ot
hand, some energy penalty must have been paid due to
presence of the dangling bonds. The balance of the two c
tributions in opposite sign may have resulted in nearly
same boundary energy as that of boundaryA.

Thus, the equilibrium core structures with and witho
dangling bonds are suggested to be present with similar
ergies in theS57 boundary of ZnO. Although there ha
been no experimental observation for theS57 boundary as
far as we know, an analogy in atomic arrangement can
found between the present boundaries and other tilt bou
aries in literature. Kiselevet al. have reported high-
resolution images of the@0001# S513 boundary in a ZnO
bicrystal.9 They found some types of core structures in t
tilt boundary. The core structures are constructed by a
quence of channels with coordination numbers close to
In the present results, the core structure of boundaryA is also
constructed by a sequence of channels. An important dif
ence is that there are only the channels with even coord
tion numbers in boundaryA, whereas a number of fivefold
and sevenfold-coordinated channels are recognized in
high-resolution images reported by Kiselevet al. The odd
coordination number is inconsistent with the ionic nature
ZnO since it means that at least two first nearest neighbor
like sign are present per channel. We cannot clearly exp
the observation of such many odd coordination number
the present moment. It may be significant for the obser
structures to take atomic displacement along the@0001# di-
rection into account: if the displacement is indeed large,
actual coordination number can be even for the chan
whose coordination numbers look odd from the@0001# direc-
tion.
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A core structure with large open channels and dangl
bonds has been observed in the@001#/~310! S55 symmetric
tilt boundary of NiO by Merkle and Smith.4 Likewise,
atomistic simulations on theS55 boundaries in NiO and
MgO have suggested that core structures with large o
channels and dangling bonds have the lowest boundary
ergies at the ground state although the calculated struct
are somewhat different from the observed one.11,16,18,21

In the present study on the grain boundary of ZnO
similar core structure is obtained as one of the equilibri
configurations with the lowest boundary energies. The eq
librium core structures with dangling bonds have also be
recognized for the tilt boundaries in TiO2 and
Al2O3.

6,7,10,14,23 The energy gain by vanishing danglin
bonds may not necessarily be dominant in determin
boundary energy for metal oxides with ionicity. In ionic m
terials, it should be quite unfavorable in energy to make io
of like sign closer to each other. Since large reconstruction
atomic arrangements should be accompanied by such an
ergy penalty, core structures with dangling bonds may
favorable at some boundaries rather than being reconstru
largely to vanish dangling bonds. For covalent materials s
as Si and SiC, on the other hand, it has been reported tha
energy penalty produced by the presence of dangling bo
are so large that atomic arrangements tend to be re
structed to eliminate dangling bonds.2,3,61,62 A further sys-
tematic study will allow us to elucidate the grain-bounda
geometry more clearly in terms of chemical bonding char
ter.

B. Electronic structure

Figure 4 shows the LDOS for the grain-boundary sup
cells. The grain-boundary and quasibulk regions are cho
to be half in volume, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.
terms of the number of atoms, however, they are not h
since there is volume expansion associated with the pres
of the interface: the boundary regions contain 0.47 and 0
times the 80 atoms for boundariesA andB, respectively, and
0-5
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FUMIYASU OBA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 045410
the quasibulk regions contain the rest. In comparison,
DOS for the bulk primitive cell is superimposed on th
LDOS’s: the bulk DOS is normalized by the number of a
oms in each region of the boundary supercells. The shap
the bulk DOS is confirmed to be very similar to the report
LDA results.25,54,55

In the bulk ZnO, the lower valence band located at ab
217 eV is composed mainly of O 2s, while the upper va-

FIG. 4. Local density of states~LDOS! for the supercells of~a!
boundaryA and~b! boundaryB. The upper and the lower show th
LDOS’s in the grain-boundary~GB! and quasibulk~QB! regions,
respectively. The DOS for the bulk primitive cell is also shown w
dotted curves, which is normalized by the number of atoms in e
region. The top of the valence band for the bulk primitive cell
chosen as 0 eV. The LDOS’s for the boundary supercells are sh
to align the average of the lower valence band in the quasib
region with that for the bulk primitive cell.
04541
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lence band situated between27 and 0 eV is composed
mainly of Zn 3d and O 2p. Above the band gap, the unoc
cupied conduction band is constructed mainly by Zn 4s and
4p. Near the bottom of the conduction band, the density
states is very small due to the large dispersion of the c
stituent band. For the bulk primitive cell of ZnO, the ban
gap was calculated to be 0.76 eV. This value is considera
smaller than the experimental one of 3.30 eV.63 In addition,
the peaks associated with Zn 3d, which is located between
27 and24 eV, is about 2.5 eV higher in energy than th
observed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.64,65 It has
been known that these discrepancies are associated wit
LDA.54,66Vogel, Krüger, and Pollmann have made LDA ca
culations including the self-interaction and electronic rela
ation corrections.66 Their results showed that the band g
and the position of the 3d-associated peaks became mu
closer to the experimental ones with these corrections. H
ever, the character of the electronic states near the b
edges seems not to be affected significantly by the cor
tions. We therefore believe that the effect of bond disor
on the electronic structure, which is expected to app
mainly at band edges, can be discussed without the cor
tions.

The LDOS’s for the boundary and quasibulk regions
the boundary supercells are somewhat different from e
other. In the quasibulk regions, the electronic structure
expected to be similar to that for the bulk. However, t
shapes of the LDOS’s, especially the peaks located at a
8.5 eV in the conduction band, are slightly affected. Th
seems to be caused by the small disturbance of atomic
rangements and/or interactions with the boundary region

In the boundary regions, the shapes of the LDOS’s
flatter in general than those for the LDOS’s in the quasib
regions and the bulk DOS. The lower and upper valen
bands are wider. This indicates that the electronic states
sociated with the grain boundaries are present at the vale
band edges. For the conduction band, the density of state
the energy range of about 2–5 eV is slightly higher than t
of the bulk. Grain boundary states should form here likewi
It is interesting that these main features in the LDOS’s
common to boundariesA with large bond distortion and no
dangling bonds, and boundaryB with small bond distortion
and some dangling bonds. The bond distortion and the p
ence of the dangling bonds seem to show similar effects
the shape of the LDOS.

We now focus on the electronic states in the vicinity
the band gap since they are important for the bounda
induced electrical properties of ZnO. The bulk primitive ce
exhibited the direct band gap at theG point. In other words,
the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduc
band were given at theG point. This feature was also recog
nized for both boundariesA andB supercells. We therefore
discuss the electronic states at theG point for the boundary
supercells. Figure 5 shows the local population in the gra
boundary regions for the electronic states at theG point. A
larger population indicates that the localization of the el
tronic state on the boundary region is higher. When el
tronic states delocalize ideally and/or are constructed equ
by the contributions from the grain-boundary and quasib
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regions, the local populations should be 0.47 and 0.46
boundariesA andB, respectively, on the basis of the numb
of atoms in the boundary regions. We use these value
references of the local populations. As mentioned abo
these are slightly smaller than 0.5 due to the volume exp
sion normal to the interface.

In the lower valence band situated at about217 eV, elec-
tronic states with large populations, which are construc
mainly by O 2s in the grain boundary regions, distribu
through the band for both the boundaries. In the upper
lence band situated between27 and 0 eV, electronic state
with large populations appear mainly near the band bott
These states should consist mainly of Zn 3d in the boundary
regions. The localization is recognized more clearly for
boundaryB, presumably due to the effects of the danglin
bonds associated with Zn 3d. Some states somewhat belo
the top of the valence band also show large populations
both the boundaries. On the other hand, the local populat
at the band top, 0.56 and 0.53 for boundariesA and B, re-
spectively, deviate only slightly from the reference valu
This indicates that the electronic states do not localize
nificantly on the boundary regions.

In the conduction band, the electronic states with re
tively large populations are recognized at about 1 eV ab
the bottom for both the boundaries. At the bottom, the lo
populations are 0.51 and 0.50 for boundariesA and B, re-
spectively. The localization is quite low, as the top of t
valence band is.

The features in local population were very similar at t
otherk points: for both boundaries, electronic states loca
ing highly on the boundary regions appear mainly in t
lower valence band and near the bottom of the upper vale
band. Likewise, the electronic states closest to the top of

FIG. 5. Local populations in the grain-boundary regions for
electronic states at theG point: ~a! boundaryA and~b! boundaryB
supercells. The reference values of the populations, 0.47 and
for boundariesA and B, respectively, are shown with horizonta
lines. The arrows indicate the bottom of the conduction band.
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valence band or the bottom of the conduction band do
localize significantly on the boundary regions. In the vicin
of the band gap, the shape of the LDOS’s is therefore v
similar to that of the bulk DOS although the apparent ba
gaps, 0.60 and 0.67 eV for boundaryA and B supercells,
respectively, are slightly smaller than the bulk gap of 0.
eV. Deep interfacial electronic states are not recognized e
for the boundaryB with dangling bonds.

For the (101̄0) surface of ZnO, specific states have be
reported to form at both the edges of the lower valence b
and the bottom of the upper valence band,59 as is the case
with the boundaries dealt with in the present study. For
surface, a state associated with O 2p dangling bonds has als
been reported to appear slightly above the top of the up
valence band. In the present study, such a state is not cle
recognized for boundaryB with dangling bonds: localized
states associated with O 2p dangling bonds seem to form
somewhat below the top of the upper valence band. Since
Zn and O atoms with dangling bonds face each other ac
the open channels in the boundary geometry, the effect of
dangling bonds may be reduced.

For the surface, it has also been reported that the e
tronic structure near the conduction band bottom is v
similar to that of the bulk. This feature is common to th
boundaries in the present study. The conduction band in Z
seems not to be significantly affected by the bond disorde
the surface and interfaces.

In order to understand the character of the conduct
band, the spatial distribution of the wave function at t
conduction-band bottom is investigated. Figure 6 shows c
tour plots for the square of the absolute value of the wa
function on the~0001! Zn plane. For the perfect crystal o
ZnO, a calculation based on the linear combination of atom
orbitals ~LCAO! suggested that the conduction-band botto
is constructed mainly by bonding interactions among Zns
orbitals.67 The relatively high values among the Zn atoms
Fig. 6~a! also indicate the bonding character. The intera
tions among Zn 4s orbitals are very large at the bottom o
the conduction band, which can be understood by the la
dispersion of the constituent band or the small density
states shown in Fig. 4. In other words, the electronic stat
the conduction band bottom is considerably delocalized.

The interactions among Zn 4s orbitals are also recognize
in the quasibulk regions for the boundary supercells. In
boundary regions, moreover, the hybridization ofp and d
characteristics into thes characteristic is obvious. For bound
ary A @Fig. 6~b!#, such characteristics are recognized for
most all the Zn atoms composing the fourfold- and
eightfold-coordinated channels. The values of the wave fu
tion are relatively high at these parts. For boundaryB @Fig.
6~c!#, the hybridization for the Zn atoms composing th
fourfold-coordinated channels is similar to the case of
boundaryA. In addition, the Zn atoms possessing dangli
bonds shows-p hybridized characteristics, spreading towa
the open channels. Thus,s-p and/ors-d hybridized charac-
teristics appear in the boundary regions for both boundar
The localization of the electronic states on the boundary
gions, however, should be low since the local populatio
deviate only slightly from the reference values as discus
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FIG. 6. Spatial distribution of the wave function at the bottom
the conduction band for~a! the bulk primitive cell and~b! boundary
A and~c! boundaryB supercells. The contours for the square of t
absolute value of the wave function,uw(r )u2, are plotted on the
~0001! Zn plane. The thickest contour also indicates the val
between 0.0005 and 0.0012~1/supercell volume!. For the bulk, the
uw(r )u2 is normalized by the number of atoms in the bounda
supercells~80 atoms!. The filled circles denote the positions of th
Zn atoms on the Zn plane. The open circles denote the position

the O atoms which are located on the (0001)̄ O plane adjacent to
the Zn plane.
04541
above. This is presumably due to the domination of the
4s character at the bottom of the conduction band. Since
interaction amongs orbitals is not very sensitive to bon
angles in general, the distortion of the angles in the bound
geometries may not have affected the electronic state sig
cantly. In addition, the effect of the dangling bonds on t
electronic state seems to be small, presumably due to
delocalized character.

Thus, the effects of the bond disorder are very small
the electronic states in the vicinity of the band gap, es
cially for that at the bottom of the conduction band. This c
be generally explained by the band structure intrinsic to Z
as follows.

For covalent materials such as Si, Ge, and SiC, the
lence band is constructed mainly by the bonding interacti
between adjacent atoms, while the conduction band by
antibonding interactions. In this case, bond distortion and
presence of dangling bonds have the potential to gene
electronic states in the band gap since these effects ten
diminish or vanish the splitting between the bonding a
antibonding states. In practice, it has been reported that b
disorder induces highly localized electronic states around
top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduct
band for tilt and twist boundaries in Si, Ge, and SiC,62,68–71

and that such electronic states can be deep in the band
when bond distortion is large and/or dangling bonds
present.68–71

For ZnO, its ionicity should make the valence and co
duction bands consist of the interactions among like atom
addition to the interactions between Zn and O atoms. If
former feature dominates, bond distortion and the prese
of dangling bonds do not necessarily induce electronic st
in the band gap: the localized electronic states associ
with the bond disorder should tend to form within the v
lence or conduction band. Considering the electronic str
ture of the boundaries dealt with in the present study and
(101̄0) surface reported by Schro¨er, Krüger, and
Pollmann,59 such a feature is likely to be strong, especially
the conduction band. In other words, the small effects of
bond disorder in the vicinity of the band gap can be attr
uted to such band structure of ZnO.

For the grain boundaries in other oxides such
Al2O3, TiO2, and SrTiO3, it has been reported that dee
electronic states do not form either, although localized sta
have been recognized at the valence- and/or conduction-b
edges for the boundaries of Al2O3 and TiO2.

22–24 This be-
havior may also be attributed to the band structures w
some ionicity in metal oxides. For the grain boundaries
ZnO dealt with in the present study, the effects of the bo
disorder on the conduction-band bottom is much sma
than those in the above-noted oxides. This should be du
much higher delocalization of the conduction band in Zn

Thus, the absence of deep electronic states at the g
boundaries can be generally explained by the band struc
intrinsic to ZnO. Bond disorder at the grain boundaries
therefore unlikely to result in the generation of deep el
tronic states even if arbitrary boundaries are investigated
ZnO varistors, deep interfacial states have been observe
0.6–1.0 eV below the bottom of the conduction band.31–35
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The present results suggest that such deep states are un
to originate solely from bond disorder at the grain bounda
when the stoichiometry is preserved. The roles of native
fects and/or impurities segregating at the grain bounda
should therefore be significant for the boundary-induc
electrical properties of ZnO varistors.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the atomic and electronic struc
of the @0001#/(1̄ 2̄ 3 0) S57 symmetric tilt boundary in
ZnO by an ab initio plane-wave pseudopotential metho
Two types of the equilibrium geometries are obtained w
similar boundary energies. The atomic arrangement
largely reconstructed to vanish dangling bonds in one c
figuration. The other shows small bond distortion but h
four dangling bonds per unit boundary area. The bala
between the energies for deforming atomic arrangements
vanishing dangling bonds should be significant in determ
ing the boundary energy.

Regarding the electronic structure, localized gra
c
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boundary states form mainly at the lower valence band
the bottom of the upper valence band due to the bond dis
tion and/or the presence of the dangling bonds. On the o
hand, the electronic states in the vicinity of the band gap
not significantly affected by the bond disorder. Deep el
tronic states are not generated in the band gap even for
configuration with dangling bonds. This behavior can
generally explained by the band structure intrinsic to Zn
The deep interface states observed in ZnO varistors sh
therefore not originate solely from bond disorder at stoich
metric boundaries. Native defects and/or impurities segre
ing at the grain boundaries should play central roles for
boundary-induced electrical properties.
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